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500 Series Stereo FET Compressor/Limiter with Stepped Controls, Built-in Highpass 
Sidechain Filter, Attack and Release Knobs, Link Mode, and True Bypass
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Classic Dynamics Control, Times Two:

The 77X-500 is a stereo version of our 7X-500 compressor/limiter. The 77X-500 is a double-wide 500 Series module, 
and we’ve has added Attack and Release knobs that give you exacting signal-shaping capabilities. 
You can run the unit unlinked or linked; all the FET transistors are matched for excellent stereo tracking. 77X-500 
packages the sound of one of the most popular compressor/limiters of all time 
into the convenient 500 Series format, while giving you all the useful functionality you could ask for. There's a a highpass sidechain filter, 
which lets you focus its response, and a mix knob that lets you blend its wet and dry signals to taste. 

Lindell 77X-500 500 Series Stereo Compressor at a Glance:

* Mix control lets you crush your sound, without losing definition
* Continuous control over attack and release
* Highpass sidechain filter allows you to fine-tune your dynamics
* Mix control lets you crush your sound, without losing definition

Here's a common scenario: you're trying to get an absolutely massive kick sound, so you crush that track mercilessly, and just 
when you've giving it all the umph you need, you realize that the transient from the beater's completely buried in the mix. 
Normally, that's when you give a profound sigh, zero out your compressor, and start over from scratch. The 77X-500 compressor 
saves you that frustration with its mix control, allowing you to beef up your compression and the blend in the dry signal to 
bring back some of the original dynamics. New York has claimed the patent on this technique; "parallel compression." 
You'll call it wonderfully effective. So go ahead, set your 77X-500 to its 100:1 "all-in" mode and abuse your tracks. 
The mix function always brings you back to golden.

Continuous control over attack and release:

Its mono predecessor offers simple 3-way switches for attack and release, but that may not be ideal when you're dialing in your 
compression by ear. That's why most "serious" compressors offer continuous control over attack and release - and why the 77X-500 
gives you nice big Attack and Release knobs. Whether you're taming your bass track or punching up some vocals, 
the 77X-500 is the right tool for the job.

Highpass sidechain filter allows you to fine-tune your Dynamics:

Whether you're going for the full French house effect, or just want to compress your drum overheads, having a built-in highpass 
on your sidechain is super convenient. The 77X-500's onboard highpass sidechain filter 
gives you three settings to choose from (off, 100Hz, and 200Hz), so it's easy to block out lows without needing to patch external processing.

77X-500 500 Series Stereo Compressor Features:

* A powerful, affordable, and musical 500 Series stereo compressor
* FET-based technology sounds eerily reminiscent of classic compressors from the late '60s
* Variable mix control, for powerful parallel compression techniques
* Attack and Release knobs give you exacting sound-shaping capability
* 3-mode (off, 100Hz, and 200Hz) highpass sidechain filter lets you focus your dynamics
* Choose from mild 4:1, heavy 12:1, and "all-in" 100:1 compression ratios
* Run the channels linked or unlinked
* True-bypass hardware preserves your sound when bypassed
* 20-LED gain-reduction metering lets you keep an eye on the mix
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How to Install the module into a power chassi:

1) Power OFF the power chassi
2) Unpack the module and make sure nothing surrounds the card edge connector

3) Carefully slide the module into an empty slot in your power chassi
4) Make sure the module connectors sits well into the mating Edac chassi connector

5) Power ON the power chassi
6) Rock’n’Roll

Input Level.
Set the amount
of compression
with this knob

Output Level,
Gain MakeUp

Comp Mix,
Parallel Compression

Output Fine Trim

Attack

Release

Ratio
100:1
12:1
4:1

Side Chain High Pass Filter

LINK. Activates the internal battery
link circuit. Remove the cover to exchange

battery if needed

Comp In. Activates the unit. 
It’s Hardwired bypassed
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SPECS:

Power Requirements:
+/- 16V

Attack Time:
20 microseconds to 800 microseconds

Release Time:
50 milliseconds to 1.1 seconds

Input Impedance:
25kohm

Output Load Impedance:
70ohm transformer balanced

Frequency Response:
+/- 1dB 20 Hz to 20kHz

Gain:
45 dB

Distortion:
Less than 0.5% thd from 60 Hz to 16 kHz

Dimensions:
133,35 mm x 76 mm

1*    CHASSIS GROUND
2*   OUTPUT + (XLR PIN 2)
3*    
4*   OUTPUT - (XLR PIN 3)
5*    COMMON
6*    
7*    
8*   INPUT- (XLR PIN 3)
9*    
10*  INPUT+ (XLR PIN 2)
11*  
12*  +16VDC
13*  PSU COMMON
14*  -16VDC
15*  +48VDC

CARD EDGE PIN OUT
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COMPANY INFORMATION

I started ”Lindell Audio” back in 2010 and set out to design recording studio equipment 
to satisfy my own way of working. Developing functions and user interface that didn’t excist 
on the market. I’m resident producer at Bohus Sound Studios. http://bohussound.com/
Where I produced and mixed many hit records thru out the years: 
Europe – Last Look At Eden, Mustasch – Latest Version Of The Truth & Mustasch, 
Hardcore Superstar – Split Your Lip, Crash Diet, Bullet, Avatar, HEAT, Von Benzo, etc.

Our goal as a gear manufacturer is simple; Produce recording equipment, designed by engineers 
for engineers.…

CREDITS

*  Concept & Design: Tobias Lindell
*  Circuit & Electrical Design: Igor Sobczyk
*  Transformer Design: Mr. Hu
*  Production Manager: Mr. Qui
*  Country of Manufacturing: China

Tobias Lindell

Showroom, Swedish Office:
Lindell Audio, Utmarksvägen 6, 442 39 Kungälv, Sweden
info@lindellaudio.se

Mother Company:
New Sound Trading Ltd., Faulkner House, Mill Lane, Sauston, 
Cambridgeshire, CB22 3HY, England
VAT: Gb136 8371 96

WARRANTY

*  Lindell Audio warrants all of our products to be free from defective parts and workmanship for a period of one year.
*  The warranty period begins at the original purchase date and is transferable within the period of warranty.
*  This warranty excludes the following conditions: misuse, modifications (eg: changing of transformers, opamps, etc) or 
    unauthorized repair, brute force usage and damage incurred during shipment.
*  During the time of the warranty, Lindell Audio will repair or replace any defective parts, via our distributors free of charge.
*  Customers are responsible for all inbound freight charges to the service facility, while Lindell Audio will pay for return freight.
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